The Tide Manager™ Stand-Alone Mooring System is the perfect solution for mooring your Jet Dock when there is no suitable structure to moor to. The system consists of a pair of 12’ poles and machined cubes that the poles go through. The poles are inserted through the cubes and are submerged into the seafloor 2’-3’ at the bottom. The poles can then be easily removed if the dock needs to be moved to a new location, or if it needs to be pulled out in the winter to avoid hard ice flows. The system can also accommodate up to four feet of water level fluctuation.
MOORING OPTIONS

Stand-Alone Mooring works for walkways...

...PWC Docks...

...even multiple Boat Docks!

TIDE MANAGER™ STAND-ALONE MOORING SYSTEM
Mooring and Accessory Options

Tide Manager “Stand-Alone” System - Beige (#A246) Pair of 12’ Poles and machined cubes used to moor your Jet Dock where no suitable structure exists.

Tide Manager “Stand-Alone” System - Black (#A241) Pair of 12’ Poles and machined cubes used to moor your Jet Dock where no suitable structure exists.

Jet Dock Tool Kit (#A331) Used for final assembly of larger docking systems.

Dock Box (#A002) 48 gallon capacity dock box attaches to your Jet Dock for convenient storage.